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Harmonic modulation instability and spatiotemporal chaos
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It is shown from the conserved Zakharov equations that many solitary patterns are formed from the modu-
lational instability of unstable harmonic modes that are excited by a perturbative wave number. Pattern selec-
tion in our case is discussed. It is found that the evolution of solitary patterns may appear in three states:
spatiotemporal coherence, chaos in time but the partial coherence in space, and spatiotemporal chaos. The
spatially partial coherent state is essentially due to ion-acoustic wave emission, while spatiotemporal chaos
characterized by its incoherent patterns in both space and time is caused by collision and fusion among patterns
in stochastic motion. So energy carried by patterns in the system is redistributed.
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Pattern formation in spatially extended nonequilibriu
systems has become a major frontier area in science@1#. The
existence of spatiotemporal chaos~STC! characterized by its
extensive, incoherent~irregular! pattern dynamics in both
space and time significantly enriches the study of patt
formation. STC has been discussed numerically and exp
mentally in many physical systems such as dissipative
drodynamics@1–3#, optics@4#, liquid crystals@5#, etc. How-
ever, the mechanism leading to STC still remains uncl
Recently, transition to STC-like phenomena with coexist
temporal chaos~TC! and spatially partial coherence~SPC!
from solitary patterns excited by a perturbative wave num
~the master mode! and unstable harmonic modes in a plas
system through the modulational instability of a spatially h
mogeneous background field has been observed in nume
simulations@6,7#. In this paper, we consider the evolution
patterns in space and time using the well-known Zakha
equations. It is found that the evolution of solitary patter
may undergo the following states: spatiotemporal cohere
coexistence of TC and SPC, as well as STC. Collision
fusion among solitary patterns in the stochastic motion
the main cause of STC.

The conserved one-dimensional Zakharov equati
~ZEs! in dimensionless form@8#

i ] tE1]x
2E5nE,

] t
2n2]x

2n5]x
2uEu2 ~1!

are used as a model for studying the evolution of patte
Here E(x,t) is a slowly varying envelope of the Langmu
wave electric field andn(x,t) is the ion density perturbation
The ZEs and their derivatives have been widely used to
scribe laser-plasma interaction, strong turbulence in plas
@8#, as well as many other physical phenomena. The stud
the transition to STC based on the ZEs may therefore c
tribute to the understanding of the onset of plasma turbule
as well as the evolution of patterns in various branches
science.

Linear stability analysis of the perturbation exp@i(kx
2vt)# of a spatially homogeneous fieldE0 for Eqs.~1! gives
the growth rate of the modulational instability as@6#
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g5E0k@A~122E0
2k2!218E0

22~112E0
2k2!#1/2, ~2!

for 0,k,1. Here the unstable wave numberk has been
renormalized byA2E0. Equations ~1! constitute a near-
integrable Hamiltonian system and have at least two type
fixed points: one (0,0) is a center and the other (E0,0) a
saddle.

To investigate the global behavior, we add a small spa
inhomogeneity att50 on the spatially homogeneous sadd
stateC05(ReE,Im E,n,] tn) t505(E0,0,0,0) as follows:

C t505C01~c1f 11c2f 2!E0cos~kx!/500, ~3!

wheref 1 and f 2 are the components of the eigenvector in t
saddle subspace for the linearized Eqs.~1! with the constant
coefficientsc1 , c2, and the factor 1/500 is to emphasize th
the perturbation is very small. The initial condition ensur
that the manifolds in the phase space will locally lie in
saddle subspace.

Spatial modulation from the unstable wave number res
in a local accumulation of the wave fieldE and a depletion of
the ion density there. Sincen,0, the latter leads to an in
crease of the index of refractionh5(12vpe

2 /v0
2)1/2, where

v0 and vpe5@4p(n01n)e2/me#
1/2 are the wave and the

electron plasma frequencies, respectively,n0 is the average
plasma density. Thus the wave energy is further enhance
the cavity. When the unstable wave numberk<1, corre-
sponding to a small growth rateg, the waves are trapped b
the ion density cavity, and a solution of Eqs.~1! is n5
2uEu2/(12u2);sech2(aj), wherej5x2ut and the sound
speed satisfiesu!1 @8#. That is, the localized structur
propagates below the ion sound speed. The ZEs are der
under the quasineutrality assumption. When space charg
fects are included the solution still has a soliton structure~the
dressed soliton! but with additional small spatial oscillation
for larger j. When the frequency shift vanishes andu!1,
the dressed soliton degenerates to the simple soliton here@9#.

As k decreases, the stationary state gradually disin
grates. Ion-acoustic wave emission@ I (x,t)# becomes impor-
tant. The solution of Eqs.~1! may be approximately ex
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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pressed asn(x,t).2uE(x,t)u21I (x,t) @7#, and the system
is more unstable. This results in a distortion of the solita
pattern structure.

As k,1/2, the master modek can in principle result in the
excitation of N21 unstable harmonic modes, whereN
5@k21#. Many solitary patterns may be formed from th
modulation lengthsl m5L/m, where m51,2,3, . . . ,M , l 1
5L52pk21 is for the master mode, and the others are
the unstable harmonic modes. The envelopeE can be written
as

E~x,t !5 (
m51

M

Em~ t !exp~ imkx!1 (
m5M11

`

Em~ t !exp~ imkx!,

~4!

where the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~4! comes
from the master mode and unstable harmonic modes,
M,N21 is from pattern selection. The second term on
right-hand side of Eq.~4! is from nonlinear interaction.

In the discussion below, for convenience the normaliz
time-averaged spatial two-point correlation functionG(x
2x8)5G(r ) @1# and the temporal correlation function~or
the Lyapunov exponent! will be used to demonstrate the sp
tiotemporal features of pattern evolution in the system.
discussed in Refs.@1# and @10,11#, if G(r ) behaves like
;exp(2r/j) for r→` and j.L the system is spatially co
herent ~regular!, or G(r )51, where j is the correlation
length andL is the system size. In the opposite limitj!L, or
G(r )→0, the system is spatially incoherent~irregular!.
However, as we shall see below, in many situations th
exists an intermediate state that is SPC, or 0,G(r ),1.

We now proceed with the numerical solution of Eqs.~1!
and~3! to consider the pattern dynamics and STC. The sp
step method forE with a preestimate for the density pertu
bationn is used to integrate Eq.~1! with periodic boundary
conditions. The largest lengthL from the master mode (kL
52p) is chosen. The number of grids is 2048 forL and
E052.0 is taken. In the computation, the conserved quan
are preserved to order 1028. Furthermore, unless otherwis
stated, we setc15c251.0 ~far from homoclinic orbit@10#!
without loss of generality.

It has been shown@6# that for 1/2<k<1, for each set of
c1 and c2 there exists a critical wave numberkc . Sincekc
,k,1, the motion of the solitary patterns is temporal rec
rent~periodic! or pseudorecurrent~quasiperiodic!, and that of
the solitary pattern is STC. Since 1/2<k<kc , the motion of
the center of the solitarylike pattern, whose initial peak
located atx56mL, m50,1,2, . . . , exhibits stochastic be
havior @10#. The amplitude of the pattern oscillates and
width varies temporally. The system is in TC, as shown
the positive Lyapunov exponent, and the spatial behavio
of SPC due to ion-acoustic wave emission. It has been sh
@6# that resonant overlapping may be the cause for TC.

New phenomena are observed first fork,1/2 (N.1).
First, a few harmonic modes are excited. For example,
k50.23 the solitary pattern from the master mode, or ma
pattern, is first formed, Then patterns from the harmo
modes begin to appear. Two points are of interest: first, d
ing the pattern formation, ions are repelled from the regio
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of the master mode and some harmonic patterns by the w
ponderomotive force and form spatial distributions withn
.0 ~dotted line of Fig. 1!. These density humps, consistin
of ions ponderomotively expelled by the master and h
monic wave fields, move stochastically on either side of
patterns. The waves cannot be trapped because of a c
sponding decrease of the index of refraction. Second, for
case studied, no initial perturbation atX/L51/4 and 3/4 ap-
pears. Finally, only one harmonic pattern is later formed
X/L51/2. Thus, pattern selection leads to less thanN21
observed harmonic patterns. As shown in Fig. 2, actua
only one master pattern and one harmonic pattern eventu
move stochastically in the form of pattern trains. As a res
similar to the regime 1/2<k<kc , the system is in TC and
SPC.

FIG. 1. uE(x,t)u2 ~solid line! andn(x,t) ~dotted line! vs x at t
510. The positive ion perturbation densityn is distributed among
the patterns formed. This shows pattern selection in the proces
the pattern formation.~a! k50.23, ~b! k50.11.

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Contours of uE(x,t)u5const for k
50.23. The solitary master pattern, initially peaked atx5
6mL(m50,1,2, . . . ), is formed by the master mode. The patte
selection leads to only one harmonic pattern, initially peaked ax
5L/2. The system is in the coexistent TC and SPC state.
1-2
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As k reduces to 0.11, pattern selection leads to only fi
solitary patterns@Fig. 1~b!#, formed initially from the master
and harmonic modes~Fig. 3!. At t.20, two solitary patterns
initially peaked atx.768 and 1280, respectively, collide an
fuse into a new pattern with a strengthened amplitude
narrower width. At the same time, strong ion-acoustic wa
emissionI (x,t).uE(x,t)u2 is observed everywhere and th
pattern structures are distorted. Att.33, the other patterns
initially peaked at 384 and 1664, collide with the mas
pattern and fuse into another new one. After two collisio
the four-harmonic patterns produce one new pattern that
exists with the distorted master pattern. However, as see
Fig. 4, case~1!, the spatial correlation function is still in
SPC, i.e., 0,G(r ),1. This implies that a few collisions do
not seem to be enough to cause STC. The coherence in

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Contours of uE(x,t)u5const for k
50.11. Five solitary patterns, initially peaked atx;6(m
1m8/5)L, m50,1,2, . . . , m851, 2, 3, 4 are formed. Two colli-
sions, att.20 and 33, respectively, occurred. The system is stil
the coexistence of TC and STC.

FIG. 4. The spatial correlation functionG(r ) vs r: ~1! for k
50.11, and~a! t50 –100, ~b! t.100; ~2! for k50.047, and~c! t
50 –100~the system is in SPC!, ~d! t.100 ~the system is in STC!,
with the correlation lengthj.10!2048.
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system is partially retained, so that TC and SPC still coe
in the system.

We now consider the case when many unstable modes
excited and saturated to form initially twelve solitary patte
trains by pattern selection~Fig. 5!. The first collision occurs
at t.40. The four patterns, initially atx.170, 340, 820, and
1100, respectively, are fused into two new patterns, acc
panied by strong ion-acoustic wave emission. Att
.90–110, collisions again take place among some of
pattern trains, and new incoherent patterns accompanie
strong ion-acoustic wave emission appear. At longer tim
the new incoherent patterns collide with each other rep
edly. The patterns are also much distorted and the orig
twelve solitary pattern trains are finally fused into a few i
coherent patterns. Fort.100, the spatial correlation functio
G(r )→0 and the system tends to STC. The correlat
lengthj.10!L52048 is shown in Fig. 4, case~2!. A cer-
tain amount of the system energy is carried by the incohe
patterns as well as many stable high-harmonic modes w
shorter wavelengths (k.1) excited through nonlinear inter
action. The system energy is thus spatially redistributed
the process of pattern collision and fusion. Therefore, if i
tially there exist many unstable modulation lengths to fo
patterns, collision and fusion of many pattern trains can le
to the STC state. There should then exist a critical pointkcs
where STC transition from TC can occur. In our model,kcs
is less than 0.11 but larger than 0.08.

In summary, solitary patterns may be formed by the h
monic modes excited by a spatially modulational mas
mode. If only the master pattern (1/2,k,1) exists, the sys-
tem may be in either the STC state or the TC and SPC s
depending on the modulation wave number@6#. However, as
k,1, pattern selection restricts the number of the harmo
patterns formed to be less than that of the unstable harm
modes. If a few harmonic patterns coexist with the mas
pattern, the system will still be in TC and SPC. However,
many harmonic patterns occur in the early phase, the sys

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Contours of uE(x,t)u5const for k
50.047. Twelve solitary patterns, initial peaks atx;6(m
1m8/12)L, m50,1,2, . . . , m851,2, . . . ,11 areformed. After
some time, several incoherent patterns are fused from the orig
twelve solitary patterns by collisions. Ion-acoustic wave emiss
also occurs everywhere and the STC state emerges.
1-3
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may experience the SPC state. With the lapse of time c
sion and fusion among patterns occur frequently and sev
new incoherent patterns are formed. The system enters
STC state. Energy is transferred to the stable high-harm
modes with shorter wavelengths, and transport occurs in
system. In addition, as seen in Fig. 4, the more the patt
formed, the faster is the dynamic transition to STC. T
ys

o
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implies that the excitation of a sufficient number of spatia
harmonic modulation lengths is the main condition to cau
STC.
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